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This deeply intimate report looks at the most important number in your birth chart, your Life Path
Number. The Life Path number is a strong and accurate indicator of the direction your life will
take when you are at your most aligned with the path your soul has laid out for you. Learn how to
calculate your personal number vibration, your innate strengths, and how to move past the
challenges you can't seem to avoid.

About the AuthorMichele Gilbert was born and raised in Brooklyn, New York. Drawn to literature
and writing at a young age, she enrolled at Brooklyn College and majored in English. After
graduation Michele did not begin writing immediately, instead she embarked on a career in the
finance industry and spent the next thirty years on Wall Street. Serendipity struck when she least
expected it. After ending a long-term relationship, Michele found herself lost and unsure what
the future held. She began to read books on grief and loss, looking for answers. Those led her to
delve deeper into the Law of Attraction and its power. What resulted was remarkable. Not only
had she begun to heal, she had also rekindled her former love of writing and discovered her life's
purpose. The years have taken her through many twists and turns, but she learned valuable
lessons along the way. Today she writes books-mostly self-help and metaphysical in nature-and
feels compelled to share her knowledge with those facing similar experiences. Her greatest
hope is to inspire others and show them ways to overcome adversity and gracefully accept life's
inevitable low points. Going forward, she plans to incorporate more teachings of self-help,
finance and meditation. Regular meditation is very beneficial to her progress as she forges a
new life. Morning rituals and positive incantations are other practices Michele embraces; they
are very restorative in daily life. As an avid hiker, Michele and fellow club members often hike the
picturesque Jersey Pine Barrens. She is a history buff, voracious reader, baseball fanatic and a
foodie. She also proudly supports Trout Unlimited-a national non-profit organization dedicated to
conserving, protecting and restoring North America's Coldwater fisheries and their watersheds.
Michele currently resides forty minutes from Atlantic City and the Jersey Shore. She makes her
home with a Blue Russian rescue cat named Jersey, though she isn't exactly sure who rescued
who. Ebook Library Kindle Author Page USA /author/michelegilbert Shelfari http: //
www.shelfari.com/MicheleGilbert --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Copyright: Numerologist.com 2020Author BioNumerologist.com is your #1 online resource for
numerology education. Our mission is to help you make the most of your life and future by
providing you with high-quality numerology wisdom and insight.By empowering you with the
knowledge you need to live a life aligned with your desires and frequencies, represented by your
unique number patterns, Numerologist serves to open doors that would otherwise remain
closed, adding value to your life, the lives of those you touch, and to the world.At Numerologist
we understand that numbers are more than simply place-holders for quantities. As the ancient
Masters of Hidden Knowledge knew, numbers can actually guide you to greater self-knowledge
by revealing hidden patterns and empowering you to make sustainable, positive choices for your
life.During these times of rapid change, it is more important than ever for you to have the “Inner
Skills” you need to make the best choices for your life. These skills rely heavily on self-
understanding and self-acceptance. Exploring these skills can awaken the most potent faculties
of mind, intuition and compassion, the greatest gifts that humanity possesses.When you are
empowered to trust and be in-synch with your own Sacred Nature, you can make the best
decisions for your Self, your family, community and ultimately, our World. By developing insight,
self-understanding and wisdom, you will find that it’s much easier to discover solutions for the
problems that challenge you.Visit us at www.Numerologist.com today for your free personalized
Numerology reading.Table of ContentsWelcome To What’s My Life Path NumberYou are
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To What’s My Life Path NumberCongratulations!You are taking a leap into the magical world of
Numerology with one of the most powerful numbers in your numerology chart, the .You are
knocking on the front door of a revealing experience where you will deep-dive into the inner
workings of your mind, soul, and the natural facets of your personality. The Life Path Number is
an indicator of incredibly intimate aspects of your personality that will expose the directions most



fulfilling to you.You are unique.You are an extraordinary human being!You are composed of a
very specific and carefully chosen combination of energies, patterns and frequencies which are
unlike any others. The YOU incarnate, the YOU that is standing here, right now, holding this
report and reading these words is unmatched.You are the pioneering face of Spirit.At the time of
your birth, at the very moment that your soul decided to manifest in human form, an expansive
set of numerical vibrations was fixed and rooted into the Earth, as the miracle of you, and your
unique potential.Just as the planets aligned at that moment, creating your personal star chart,
the constellations of numerical frequencies that makeup the intricate, intentional and oh-so-
beautiful universal experiences of this life also aligned. This unique pattern of numbers created
what you will come to know very, very well, as your numerology chart.Just like a beautiful
painting, there are SO many layers, colors, and textures that make up what is uniquely YOU!
Now is the exciting time to begin uncovering those layers to find out what the vibrations of your
Life Path Number mean for you and how it acts to enrich your soul and your life.For a free,
personalized video reading of your Life Path Number and other telling numerology
numbers, .Many blessings,The Numerologist TeamThe Re-Emergence of NumerologyThe
potent art of Numerology has been kept hidden from ordinary people for a long, long time. The
way we teach and have been taught about numbers in our schools bears no relation at all to the
exquisite, pure and magical essence they really contain. We have allowed generations to pass,
unaware of the truth.But WHY?Because numbers are sacred, numbers are powerful and
numbers are conscious. Numbers integrate archetypes, symbolism, art and myth, yet are pure
and free from the ebb and flow of emotion, which allows them to also form the languages of
science and geometry. Numbers weave their way through all that we see, hear and know of the
world, connecting us to all of life, everywhere. Numbers are the matrix, through which the
essence of Spirit flows through our Universe. Through your Universe.The provides the blueprint
for understanding: the portal to knowledge, through which you will first see, and then actually
begin to use all of this potential for your own personal growth and evolution. Knowledge is power.
So of course, the leaders of this crumbling paradigm, who have kept their control over us all for
so long, have kept you in the dark.But not for any longer: the time has come! You are here, and
you are seeking the truth for yourself, at last. So let us begin…The Art of
NumerologyNumerology is an ancient art, spanning countries, cultures and millennia. Its tools
and methods are many and can appear complex and cryptic to the untrained. We will share this
deeper knowledge with you in good time, but for now, let’s take it slowly. Because it’s vital that
the knowledge we share with you here, can filter down from the heady realms of your mind and
actually take root in your life, because that is where it becomes useful, and that is where
transformation will occur.We will start with the most intrinsic and embodied number of them all,
the number that will no doubt become your guiding light through life: the Life Path number.What
is the Life Path?The Life Path number contains a myriad of information about the person you
came into this life as. This single number resonates closely and accurately with the traits you
inherently hold, with the energetic form you take as a human, and how this causes your reality to



take shape around you.
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Emily Marquardt, “Good book  . Thank you ”

The book by Ed Peterson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3 people have provided feedback.
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